**Noisy paint box, The**: the colors and sounds of Kandinsky's abstract art

By Rosenstock, Barb and GrandPre, Mary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$20.99</td>
<td>9780307978486</td>
<td>Knopf</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2/14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An exuberantly illustrated introduction to the early life of abstract painter Vasya (Wassily) Kadinsky describes how his creative life was profoundly shaped by a neurological condition called "synesthesia," which caused him to experience colors as sounds, and sounds as colors. (BT) Kandinsky, Wassily, 1866-1944. Artists. Biography.

**Firefly July**: a year of very short poems

By Janeczko, Paul B. and Sweet, Melissa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>9780763648428</td>
<td>Candlewick</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3/14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A selection of short American poems dealing with the four seasons and the different weather events and animal patterns that can occur within each. (CIP) Children's poetry. American poetry.

**Pilot and the Little Prince, The**: the life of Antoine De Saint-Exupery

By Sis, Peter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>9780374380694</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5/14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volcano beneath the snow, A: John Brown's war against slavery 244 p.
Knopf 4/14 9780307981523 T

Angel Island: gateway to Gold Mountain p.
Clarion 1/14 9780547903781 T
Looks at the history of the port of entry off the coast of California that was "the other Ellis Island" for Asian immigrants to the United States between 1892 and 1940. (BT) Emigration and immigration.

Right word, The: Roget and his Thesaurus 42 p.
Eerdmans 9/14 9780802853851 T
A picture book biography of Peter Mark Roget, the creator of Roget's Thesaurus, one of the most widely used reference books ever published. (TW) Peter Mark Roget, 1779-1869. Linguists. English words and phrases. Biography.
**Beyond Magenta**: transgender teens speak out 182 p. Candlewick 2/14 9780763656719  R

**Eyes wide open**: going behind the environmental headlines 208 p. Candlewick 9.14 9780763671020  T
A summary of today's environmental challenges also counsels teens on how to decode conflicting information, explaining the role of vested interests while identifying the sources behind different opinions, helping teens make informed choices. (BT) Environmental protection. Environmental quality. ★Booklist - 9/15/14 - G8-12 ; ★Kirkus - 7/1/14 - A14-18 ; ★PubWkly - 8/11/14 - A14-18 ; ★SLJ - 8/14 - G6+ ; ★VOYA - 8/14 - js.

**Strike!**: the farm worker's fight for their rights 172 p. Calkins Creek 10/14 9781590789971  R
Neighborhood sharks: hunting with the great whites of California’s Farallon

Roy, Katherine

Roaring Brook 9/14 9781596438743 R
An up close look at the ocean's most fearsome and famous predator and the scientists who study them—just twenty-six miles from the Golden Gate Bridge. (Publisher) White shark. Sharks.

Elizabeth, queen of the seas

Cox, Lynne / Floca, Brian

Schwartz & Wade 5/14 9780375858888 T
Relates the story of an elephant seal named Elizabeth that was transferred from the Avon River in Christchurch, New Zealand, to the ocean, but found her way back to the city. (TW) Elephant seals. Human-animal relationships. Social life and customs.

Scraps book, The: notes from a colorful life

Ehlert, Lois

Beach Lane 3/14 9781442435711 T

Elizabeth, Queen of the Seas

Illustrated by Brian Floca
J 811.54 BRY
Bryan, Ashley / Hannon, Ken
Ashley Bryan’s puppets: making something from everything
Athenaum 7/14 9781442487284 T
Introduces puppets created out of found objects by describing each with a poem. (TW) Puppets. Poetry. Found objects (Art).
★Booklist - 7/1/14 - G1.4; ★Horn Book - 7/14 - .; ★Kirkus - 5/15/14 - A4+; ★LMC - 10/14 - G; ★PubWkly - 5/19/14 - A4+; ★SLJ - 7/14 - G4+. RL: 4.3

J 811.54 MUT
Muth, Jon J.
Hi, Koo!: a year of seasons
Scholastic 2/14 9781449156683 T

J 811.54 SID
Sidman, Joyce / Allen, Rick
Winter bees & other poems of the cold
HMH 11/14 9780547906508 T
A collection of poems that explores how animals survive the cold during the winter season. Provides additional facts about the animals and the season. (TW) Contents: Dream of the Tundra Swan -- Snake’s Lullaby -- Snowflake Wakes -- Big Brown Moose -- Winter Bees -- Under Ice -- Brother Raven, Sister Wolf -- Vole in Winter -- What do the Trees Know? -- Chickadee Song -- Triolet for Skunk Cabbage -- The Whole World is Melting.
★Booklist - 10/15/14 - K-3; ★Horn Book - 11/14 - p.1; ★Kirkus - 10/1/14 - A6-10; ★PubWkly - 9/8/14 - A6-9; ★SLJ - 11/14 - K-4. RL: 5.1
Poisoned apples

Heppermann, Christine

$17.99

An evocative treasury of 50 free-verse poems that juxtapose fairy-tale elements against the life of a modern teen explores the universal cruelty of judgment, pressure and self-doubt while reflecting how girls are taught to think about themselves, their friends and their bodies. (BT) Poetry.


Port Chicago 50, The

Sheinkin, Steve

$19.99

Disaster, mutiny, and the fight for civil rights

208 p.

Roaring Brook

T 9781596437968


RL: 6.7, RC: 7.4, Lexile: 950

Josephine

Powell, Patricia Hruby / Robinson, Christian

$17.99

104 p.

Chronicle

T 9781452103143

A portrait of the passionate performer and civil rights advocate Josephine Baker, the woman who worked her way from the slums of St. Louis to the grandest stages in the world. Meticulously researched by both author and artist, Josephine's powerful story of struggle and triumph is an inspiration and a spectacle, just like the legend herself. (CIP) Baker, Josephine, 1906-1975. Dancers. Biography. African Americans.

J B Matisse (759)
MacLachlan, Patricia / Hooper, Hadley $17.99
Roaring Brook 10/14 9781596439481 R
A fanciful story inspired by the life of the influential French master artist considers how he transformed his dreary childhood community in northern France through his expressions of color and form. (BT)
★Booklist - 6/14 - K-3; Kirkus - 9/14 - A4-8; PubWkly - 8/18/14 - A4-8; SLJ - 8/14 - G1-4. RL: 4.4

J 323.119 FRE
Freedman, Russell $20.00
Because they marched: the people's campaign for voting rights that changed America 83 p.
Holiday House 8/14 9780823429219 T

J 333.82 BAN
Bang, Molly / Chisholm, Penny $18.99
Buried sunlight: how fossil fuels have changed the Earth 48 p.
Scholastic 9/14 9780545577854 R
**My grandfather's coat**

A tailor's very old overcoat is recycled numerous times over the years into a variety of garments and other uses. (CIP) Folklore. Coats.

**Eye to eye**

Profiles a series of animals with unusual eyes and explains how such animals use their uniquely evolved eyes to gain essential information about the biological world. (CIP) Eye. Animals.

**Tiny creatures**

Looks at all the different microbes that inhabit the Earth and examines the varied jobs they do. (CIP) Microorganisms.
J 591.392 JUD
Judge, Lita
$18.99
Born in the wild: baby mammals and their parents
Beach Lane 10/14 9781596439322 R
hat do grizzly bear cubs eat? Where do baby raccoons sleep? And how does a baby otter learn to swim? Every baby mammal, from a tiny harvest mouse "pinky" to a fierce lion cub, needs food, shelter, love, and a family. Filled with illustrations of some of the most adorable babies in the kingdom, this awwww-inspiring book looks at the traits that all baby mammals share and proves that, even though they're born in the wild, they're not so very different from us, after all! (CIP) Animals. Infancy.

J 595.764 BUR
Burns, Loree Griffin
$18.99
Beetle busters: a rogue insect and the people who track it
Scientists in the field
HMH 10/14 9780547792675 T
This fascinating nonfiction photo essay about the tree-killing Asian long-horned beetle reveals how everyday people, teams of beetle-sniffing dogs, bug scientists and tree doctors around the country are working to eradicate this incredibly invasive pest. (Publisher) Asian longhorned beetle.

J 598.156 WAR
Ward, Jennifer / Jenkins, Steve
$17.99
Mama built a little nest
Beach Lane 3/14 9781442421165 T
Illustrations and simple, rhyming text introduce different kinds of birds' nests, from the scrapes falcons build on high, craggy ledges to the underground nests burrowing owls dig. Includes brief facts about each kind of bird. (BT) Birds. Nests.
★Booklist - 2/1/14 - K-2 ; RBCCB - 3/14 - A5-8 ; 2Horn Book Guide - Fall 14 - K-3 ; +Kirkus - 1/15/14 - A4-7 ; ★LMC - 10/14 - G ; ★PubWkly - 12/23/13 - A4-8 ; +SLJ* - 2/14 - P-3. RL: 2.5
Chasing Cheetahs: the race to save Africa's fastest cat

Scientists in the field

HMH

Describes the cheetah's essential role in the ecosystem and the ways in which Namibia's Cheetah Conservation Fund is promoting cohabitation between cheetahs and farmers. (CIP) Cheetah. Cheetah Conservation Fund.


What's your favorite animal?

Henry Holt

Eric Carle Nick Bruel Lucy Cousins Susan Jeffers Steven Kellogg Jon Klassen Tom Lichtenheld Peter McCarty Chris Raschka Peter Sís Lane Smith Erin Stead Rosemary Wells Mo Willems Everybody has a favorite animal. Some like little white dogs or big black cats or hoppy brown bunnies best. Others prefer squishy snails or tall giraffes or sleek black panthers. With beautiful illustrations and charming personal stories, 14 children's book artists share their favorite animals and why they love them. (Publisher) Animals in art --Juvenile literature. Fourteen children's book authors and artists use illustrations and personal stories to share details about their favorite animals. (TW) Animals in art.

Booklist - 12/1/13 - P-3 ; Horn Book Guide - Fall 14 - K-3 ; Kirkus - 12/1/13 - A4-8 ; LMC - 10/14 - G1-4 ; PubWkly - 10/21/13 - A4-8 ; SLJ - 2/13 - P-2. RL: 4.0, AR: 4.0, RC: , Lexile: 740

Frida & Diego : art, love, life

Reef, Catherine


Booklist - 6/1/14 - G7-10 ; AdBCCB - 9/14 - G7-10 ; Kirkus - 6/1/14 - A12-16 ; SLJ - 8/14 - G7+. RL: , AR: 7.6, RC: , Lexile: 1080
**Little Melba and Her Big Trombone**

*By Katheryn Russell-Brown*

A biography of African American musician Melba Doretta Liston, a virtuoso musician who played the trombone and composed and arranged music for many of the great jazz musicians of the twentieth century. Includes afterword, discography, and sources. (Publisher)

*Melba Liston, Jazz musicians, African Americans, Women, Biography.*

- Booklist: 1/15/14 - A4-8
- Kirkus: 6/15/14 - G6-
- SLJ: 7/14 - A6-10
- PubWkly: 7/14 - A6-10
- AR: 3.7
- RL: L3
- Lexile: 720

**How I discovered poetry**

*By Marilyn Nelson*

The author reflects on her childhood in the 1950s and her development as an artist and young woman through fifty poems that consider such influences as the Civil Rights Movement, the "Red Scare" era, and the feminist movement. (BT) Nelson, Marilyn, 1946-

*Authorship, Poetry.*

- Booklist: 3/15/14 - G7-12
- BCCB: 3/14 - G7-12
- Kirkus: 6/15/14 - A10+
- Horn Book: 1/14 - p
- Kirkus: 12/11/13 - A12+
- PubWkly: 11/11/13 - A12+
- SLJ: 2/14 - G6+
- SLJ: 7/14 - A12+
- VOYA: 12/13 - G6+
- AR: 5.2

**Hidden Like Anne Frank**

*By Marcel Prins, Peter Henk Steenhuis*

Presents a collection of fourteen first-person accounts that share what it was like to go into hiding during World War II. (Publisher) Jewish children in the Holocaust, World War II.

- Booklist: 3/1/14 - G7-10
- Kirkus: 1/15/14 - A12+
- PubWkly: 2/17/14 - A12+
- SLJ: 5/14 - G7+
- VOYA: 4/14 - L3
- AR: 5.7

---
Searching for Sarah Rector: the richest black girl in America

By Tonya Bolden

African American, 1902–


Recounts the story of the 1914 disappearance of eleven-year-old Sarah Rector, an African American who was part of the Creek Indian people and whose land had made her wealthy, and what it reveals about race, money, and American society. (BT) Rector, Sarah, 1902–

Hello, I'm Johnny Cash

By Greg Neri


There's never been anyone like music legend Johnny Cash. His deep voice is instantly recognizable, and his heartfelt songs resonate with listeners of all ages and backgrounds. G. Neri captures Johnny's story in beautiful free verse, portraying an ordinary boy with an extraordinary talent who grew up in extreme poverty, faced incredible challenges, and ultimately found his calling by always being true to the gift of his voice. A. G. Ford's luscious paintings of the dramatic southern landscape of Johnny Cash's childhood illuminate this portrait of a legend, taking us from his humble beginnings to his enormous success on the world stage. (Publisher)

Grandfather Gandhi

By Arun Gandhi


There's never been anyone like music legend Johnny Cash. His deep voice is instantly recognizable, and his heartfelt songs resonate with listeners of all ages and backgrounds. G. Neri captures Johnny's story in beautiful free verse, portraying an ordinary boy with an extraordinary talent who grew up in extreme poverty, faced incredible challenges, and ultimately found his calling by always being true to the gift of his voice. A. G. Ford's luscious paintings of the dramatic southern landscape of Johnny Cash's childhood illuminate this portrait of a legend, taking us from his humble beginnings to his enormous success on the world stage. (Publisher)

There's never been anyone like music legend Johnny Cash. His deep voice is instantly recognizable, and his heartfelt songs resonate with listeners of all ages and backgrounds. G. Neri captures Johnny's story in beautiful free verse, portraying an ordinary boy with an extraordinary talent who grew up in extreme poverty, faced incredible challenges, and ultimately found his calling by always being true to the gift of his voice. A. G. Ford's luscious paintings of the dramatic southern landscape of Johnny Cash's childhood illuminate this portrait of a legend, taking us from his humble beginnings to his enormous success on the world stage. (Publisher)
Thomas Jefferson: life, liberty and the pursuit of everything
by J. B. Jefferson
Kalman, Maira
Penguin
$17.99
40 p.
1/14 9780399240409
T
Sheds light on the fascinating life and interests of the Renaissance man who was our third president. (Publisher) Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826. Presidents. Biography.

Viva Frida
by J. B. Kahlo (759.972)(E)
Morales, Yuyi
Roaring Brook
$17.99
40 p.
9/14 9781596436039
R

Leontyne Price: voice of a century
by J. B. Price (782.109)
Weatherford, Carole Boston / Colon, Raul
$17.99
32 p.
12/14 9780375856068
T
A picture book introduction to the life and achievements of the iconic African-American opera star traces her rise from humble origins in early 20th-century Mississippi, the impact of racism on her career and her triumphant Metropolitan Opera performances. (BT) Leontyne Price. Sopranos (Singers).

Reviewed in:

Booklist - 9/15/14 - G3-6 ; Horn Book - 9/14 - . ; Kirkus - 8/15/14 - A3-6 ; PubWkly - 6/16/14 - A4-8 ; SLJ - 8/14 - G1+. RL: 0.7

J 320.082 COO
Cooper, Ilene
$24.95
Woman in the House (and Senate), A : how women came to the United States Congress, broke down barriers, and changed the country 144 p.

J 323.092 KAN
Kanefield, Teri
$19.95
Girl from the tar paper school, The 56 p.
Abrams 1/14 9781419707964 T Powell, Barbara Johns, 1935-1991. Civil rights movements. Civil rights workers. Segregation in education. Race relations. [Virginia] Contents: The tar paper shack problem -- A little child shall lead them -- The quiet embrace of the woods -- The time has come -- Stick with us -- Reaching for the moon -- Pupil lashes out at principal -- A lawsuit is filed and the troubles begin -- The lost generation -- "Nothing is as strong as gentleness, nothing as gentle as strength." -- The birth of the civil rights movement -- Author’s note -- Select civil rights timeline -- Endnotes -- Sources.

J B Sagan (520.92)
Sisson, Stephanie Roth
$17.99
Star stuff : Carl Sagan and the mysteries of the cosmos 40 p.
+Booklist - 12/1/14 - G1-3 ; AdBCCB - 12/14 - A6-9 ; Horn Book - 1/15 - . ; Kirkus - 10/1/14 - A4-8 ; PubWkly - /14 - A4-8 ; SLJ - 9/14 - G1-3. RL: 2.9

Freedom Summer murders, The

250 p.

Scholastic

4/14 9780545477253

T


J 323.119 MIT

Mitchell, Don

$18.99

Freedom Summer

200 p.

Holiday House

3/14 9780823429202

T


J 323.119 RUB

Rubin, Susan Goldman

$18.95

Freedom Summer: the 1964 struggle for civil rights in Mississippi

120 p.

Holiday House

3/14 9780823429202

T

J 333.91 LEA

Leahy, Stephen

$35.00

Your water footprint: the shocking facts about how much water we use to make everyday products

143 p.

Firefly

10/14 9781770854994

T

Text and infographics explain how much water it takes to produce an item or carry out an activity, and offer tips on saving water. (TW) Water use. Water efficiency.

333.91 LEA

Leahy, Stephen

$35.00

Your water footprint: the shocking facts about how much water we use to make everyday products

143 p.

Firefly

10/14 9781770854994

T

Text and infographics explain how much water it takes to produce an item or carry out an activity, and offer tips on saving water. (TW) Water use. Water efficiency.
Separate is never equal
Sylvia Mendez and her family’s fight for desegregation

Years before the landmark U.S. Supreme Court ruling Brown v. Board of Education, Sylvia Mendez, an eight-year-old girl of Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage, played an instrumental role in Mendez v. Westminster, the landmark desegregation case of 1946 in California.

Ellen Prentiss's papa said she was born with saltwater in her veins, so he gave her sailing lessons and taught her how to navigate. As soon as she met a man who loved sailing like she did, she married him.

The renowned cat conservationist reflects on his early childhood struggles with a speech disorder, describing how he only spoke fluently when he was communicating with animals and how he resolved at a young age to find his voice to be their advocate.
J 398.2 ELY (E)
Elya, Susan Middleton / Guevara, Susan  $16.99
Little Roja Riding Hood
32 p.
Putnam  4/14  9780399247675  R
A rhyming twist on the classic fairy tale in which a little girl saves her grandmother from a wolf. Includes glossary of Spanish words.
(TW) Fairy tales. Folklore. Stories in rhyme.

J 428.1 ESC
Escoffier, Michael / Di Giacomo, Kris  $17.95
Take away the A: an alphabeast of a book
32 p.
Enchanted Lion  9/14  9781592701568  T
What happens when you subtract just one letter from a word? Beginning with "without the A the beast is the best" a pack of silly creatures work their way through the alphabet, subtracting each letter from a different word to alter its meaning and tell a story. (CIP) Alphabet. Comparative and general grammar. Plays on words. Vocabulary.
+Booklist - 12/1/14 - K-3 ; BC - 1/15 - G ; Horn Book - 11/14 - ; Kirkus - 8/5/14 - A7-10 ; PubWkly - 10/6/14 - A4-8 ; SLJ - 11/14 - G1-3. RL: 1.8

J 398.2 BYR (E)
Byrd, Robert  $17.99
Brave Chicken Little
40 p.
Viking  8/14  9780670786169  R
A retelling of the classic story of Chicken Little, who has an acorn fall on his head and runs in a panic to his friends Henny Penny, Ducky Lucky, and others, to tell them the sky is falling. (CIP) Folklore.
★Booklist - 6/1/14 - P-1 ; Horn Book - 7/14 - ps,p ; Kirkus - 6/15/14 - A4-7 ; LMC - 11/14 - P-2 ; PubWkly - 5/5/14 - A4+ ; SLJ - 6/14 - K-2. RL: 1.6
J 516.154 ADL
Adler, David A. / Miller, Edward
$17.95

triangles
32 p.
Holiday House 1/14 9780823423781 R
Introduces triangles, discussing the different types of triangles and the concept of triangle size measured in degrees. (CIP) Triangle.


J 516.15 CAM
Campbell, Sarah C. / Campbell, Richard P. $16.95
Mysterious patterns: finding fractals in nature 30 p.
Boys Mills 4/14 9781620916278 R
A photographic introduction to shapes and fractal patterns in nature. (TW) Shape. Nature.

J 553.7 SAL (E)
Salas, Laura Purdie / Dabija, Violeta $17.95
Water can be... 32 p.
Millbrook 4/14 9781467705912 R
This picture book poetically explores the many things water can be--from home maker and ship breaker to cloud fluffer and fire snuffer. Backmatter provides additional explanations. (TW) Water.
**Creature features**: twenty-five animals explain why they look the way they do 32 p. HMH 10/14 9780544233515 T
Examines unusual animal facial features and how they help the animals survive. (BT) Morphology (Animals).

**Animalium**
Broom, Jenny / Scott, katie $35.00
Big Picture 9/14 9780763675080 T
A debut entry in a series showcasing many of the world's finest collections of objects in a range of fields, from natural history to art, displays dozens of full-color animal specimens in a gallery format complemented by lively, informative text. (BT) Animals.

**Chernobyl's Wild Kingdom**: life in the dead zone 64 p. 21st Century 11/14 9781467711548 T
Looks at the events of the Chernobyl Nuclear Accident in the Ukraine, describing how scientists are monitoring the effects of radiation on the wildlife that continue to live there and what this means for the human population surrounding the area. (CIP) Chernobyl Nuclear Accident, Environmental aspects, Radioecology. [Ukraine]

**Creature Features**
Jenkins, Steve / Page, Robin $17.99
32 p. HMH 10/14 9780544233515 T
Examines unusual animal facial features and how they help the animals survive. (BT) Morphology (Animals).

**Animalium**
Broom, Jenny / Scott, katie $35.00
Big Picture 9/14 9780763675080 T
A debut entry in a series showcasing many of the world's finest collections of objects in a range of fields, from natural history to art, displays dozens of full-color animal specimens in a gallery format complemented by lively, informative text. (BT) Animals.

**Chernobyl's Wild Kingdom**: life in the dead zone 64 p. 21st Century 11/14 9781467711548 T
Looks at the events of the Chernobyl Nuclear Accident in the Ukraine, describing how scientists are monitoring the effects of radiation on the wildlife that continue to live there and what this means for the human population surrounding the area. (CIP) Chernobyl Nuclear Accident, Environmental aspects, Radioecology. [Ukraine]
Have you heard the nesting bird?

In this nonfiction picture book for young readers, we learn just why the mother nesting bird stays quiet and still while sitting on her eggs. Shh... (Publisher) Birds. Behavior. Nests. Bird songs.

Laughing at my nightmare

With acerbic wit & a hilarious voice, Shane Burcaw’s YA memoir describes the challenges he faces as a 20-year-old with muscular atrophy. From awkward handshakes to trying to find a girlfriend and everything in between. (Publisher)

Red madness

One hundred years ago, a mysterious and alarming illness spread across America’s South, striking tens of thousands of victims. No one knew what caused it or how to treat it. People were left weak, disfigured, insane, and in some cases, dead. Award winning science and history writer Gail Jarrow tracks this disease, commonly known as pellagra, and highlights how doctors, scientists, and public health officials finally defeated it. Illustrated with 100 archival photographs, includes stories about real life pellagra victims and accounts of scientific investigations. (CIP) Public Health Service. Pellagra. Epidemics. Malnutrition. Biography. Social conditions. Physicians. [History]

Red madness: how a medical mystery changed what we eat

Jarrow, Gail

Calkins Creek

4/14 9781590787328

One hundred years ago, a mysterious and alarming illness spread across America’s South, striking tens of thousands of victims. No one knew what caused it or how to treat it. People were left weak, disfigured, insane, and in some cases, dead. Award winning science and history writer Gail Jarrow tracks this disease, commonly known as pellagra, and highlights how doctors, scientists, and public health officials finally defeated it. Illustrated with 100 archival photographs, includes stories about real life pellagra victims and accounts of scientific investigations. (CIP) Public Health Service. Pellagra. Epidemics. Malnutrition. Biography. Social conditions. Physicians. [History]

Laughing at my nightmare

Burcaw, Shane

Roaring Brook

10/14 9781626720077

One hundred years ago, a mysterious and alarming illness spread across America’s South, striking tens of thousands of victims. No one knew what caused it or how to treat it. People were left weak, disfigured, insane, and in some cases, dead. Award winning science and history writer Gail Jarrow tracks this disease, commonly known as pellagra, and highlights how doctors, scientists, and public health officials finally defeated it. Illustrated with 100 archival photographs, includes stories about real life pellagra victims and accounts of scientific investigations. (CIP) Public Health Service. Pellagra. Epidemics. Malnutrition. Biography. Social conditions. Physicians. [History]
**J 621.312 RUS**
Rusch, Elizabeth
$16.99
**Next wave, The**
: the quest to harness the power of the ocean
72 p.
Scientists in the field
HMH 10/14 9780544099999 T
From an acclaimed Scientists in the Field author comes the electrifying story of the scientists and engineers who are working to transform ocean waves into electricity in hopes of generating a cleaner, more sustainable power source. (CIP) Ocean energy resources. Tidal power. Renewable energy sources.

**J 704.039 DRE**
Charleyboy, Lisa, ed.
$19.95
**Dreaming in Indian**
: contemporary Native American voices
128 p.
Annick 7/14 9781554516872 T
Looks at over fifty emerging and established contemporary Native American artists. (TW) Indian artists. Biography.
★Kirkus - 10/1/14 - A12-18 ; ★PubWkly - 10/6/14 - A12- ; ★SLJ - 11/14 - G6+. RL:

**J 720.9 DIL**
Dillon, Patrick / Biesty, Stephen
$19.99
**Story of buildings, The**
: from the pyramids to the Sydney Opera House and beyond
96 p.
Candlewick 3/14 9780763669904 R
We spend most of our lives in buildings. We make our homes in them. We go to school in them. We work in them. But why and how did people start making buildings? How did they learn to make them stronger, bigger, and more comfortable? Why did they start to decorate them in different ways? From the pyramid erected so that an Egyptian pharaoh would last forever to the dramatic, machine-like Pompidou Center designed by two young architects, Patrick Dillon's stories of remarkable buildings--and the remarkable people who made them--celebrates the ingenuity of human creation. Stephen Biesty's extraordinarily detailed illustrations take us inside famous buildings throughout history and demonstrate just how these marvelous structures fit together. (CIP) Building. Architecture.
Rubin, Susan Goldman

**Everybody paints!**: the lives and art of the Wyeth family

112 p.

Traces three generations of the famous Wyeth art family, offering insight into the events that shaped their achievements in a volume complemented by reproductions of their most famous masterpieces.


Chronicle 2/14 9780811869843

$16.99

Everyday Paints! By Susan Goldman Rubin

**Cosmobiography of Sun Ra, The**: the sound of joy is enlightening

34 p.

A one-hundredth birthday tribute to the late jazz artist explores his observations about humanity's discriminatory and violent behaviors as well as his efforts to forge world peace through music with the Sun Ra Arkestra. (Publisher) Sun Ra. Jazz musicians. African Americans. Biography.

Candlewick 5/14 9780763658069

$15.99

Cosmobiography of Sun Ra, The

By Chris Raschka

**Gus & me**: the story of my granddad and my first guitar

32 p.

Tells the story of the young Keith Richards, who was introduced to the joy of music through his beloved granddad, affectionately known as “Gus.” (CIP) Keith Richards, 1943–. Childhood and youth. Grandparent and child. Rock musicians. Biography. [England]

Little, Brown 9/14 9780316320658

$18.00

Gus & Me

By Keith Richards / Theodora Richards

The Lives and Art of the Wyeth Family

EVERYBODY PAINTS!

BY SUSAN GOLDMAN RUBIN

Cosmobiography of Sun Ra

By Chris Raschka

Art by Theodora Richards

KEITH RICHARDS

The Story of My Granddad and My First Guitar

Gus & Me
**J 796.357 ROS**
Rosenstock, Barb / Widener, Terry  $16.95
Streak, The  how Joe DiMaggio became America’s hero 32 p.
Calkins Creek 3/14 9781590789926 R
Recalls baseball player Joe DiMaggio’s winning streak in 1941 and what happened when he could not find his lucky bat Betsy Ann. (TW)

**J 811.54 CLE**
Elliott, David / Stadtlander, Becca  $16.99
On the wing 32 p.
Candlewick 9/14 9780763653248 R
Horn Book - 11/14 - K-3; Kirkus - 7/15/14 - A4-10; +PubWkly - 7/21/14 - A3-7; SLJ - 9/14 - K-3. RL: 3.7

**J 811.6 JIA**
Jiang, Emily / Chu, April  $18.95
Summoning the phoenix  poems and prose about Chinese musical instruments 32 p.
Lee & Low 3/14 9781885008503 R
Poems about children playing Chinese musical instruments and getting ready for a concert are accompanied by factual information about each instrument. (Publisher) Musical instruments. [China]
Horn Book Guide - Fall 14 - K-3; Kirkus - 3/15/14 - A6-9; LMC - 10/14 - G; SLJ - 5/14 - K-3. RL: 3.7, AR: 5.9
**Santa Clauses**  
Raczka, Bob / Groenink, Chuck  
Carollrhoda  
9/14 9781467718059  
R  
Twenty-five haiku give readers a fresh, humorous perspective on Santa's December preparations, and rich illustrations pull readers into every wintry scene. (CIP) Santa Claus. North Pole. Christmas poetry.

**Any questions?**  
Gay, Marie-Louise  
Groundwood  
10/14 9781554983827  
T  
Answers many of the questions the author receives from children on writing, including where she gets her ideas, how she learned to draw, and how many books she can write in one day. (CIP) Authorship. Children's literature.

**Pond full of ink, A**  
Schmidt, Annie M. G. / Posthuma, Sieb  
Eerdmans  
3/14 9780802854339  
T  
This delightfully humorous collection of poems offers children and the young at heart a refreshing, inventive look at the world from the well-known Dutch author, Annie Schmidt. Ordinary events and places become extraordinary adventures full of imagination. (CIP) Children's poetry. Dutch poetry.
**At home in her tomb**: Lady Dai and the ancient Chinese treasures of Mawangdui 80 p. charlesbridge 4/14 9781580893701 R

Presents the mysteries of the Mawangdui tombs, one of China's top archaeological finds of the last century, shedding light upon life in China during the Han dynasty.


**Stubby the war dog**: the true story of World War I's bravest dog 72 p. National Geographic kids NGS 5/14 9781426314865 T

American soldier J. Robert Conroy befriended a stray dog with a stumpy tail while training to fight overseas in WWI. They bonded so closely that Conroy smuggled him to Europe, where Stubby accompanied Conroy's regiment on the Western Front, lending both his superior olfactory senses and amiable temperament to the war effort.


**Pure grit**: how American World War II nurses survived battle and prison camp in the Pacific 160 p. Abrams 2/14 9781419710285 T

A tribute to the heroic service of 101 U.S. Army nurses trapped in the Philippines by the attack on Pearl Harbor describes the harrowing conditions under which they treated wounded soldiers before they were captured and forced to endure starvation and disease for three years. (BT)

**J 940.54 HIL**  
Hillenbrand, Laura  
$19.99  
*Unbroken*: an Olympian's journey from airman to castaway to cap 307 p.  
Delacorte  
12/14  
9780385742511  
T  
★*Booklist* - 9/1/14 - G8-12 ; ★*Horn Book* - 11/14 - YA ; ★*Kirkus* - 9/15/14 - A12+ ; ★*SLJ* - 9/14 - G9+ ; ★*3VOYA* - 12/14 - js. RL: AR; RC: Lexile: 850

**J 973.309 BRO**  
Brown, Don  
$17.99  
**He has shot the president!**: April 14, 1865: the day John Wilkes Booth killed President Lincoln.  
Roaring Brook  
4/14  
9781596432246  
T  
Chronicles the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln, from Booth's triple assassination plot and the murder to his escape and the manhunt that followed. (TW) Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865. Assassination. Booth, John Wilkes, 1838-1865.  
★*Booklist* - 2/1/14 - P-3 ; ★*Horn Book* - 11/14 - K-3 ; ★*Kirkus* - 2/15/14 - A4-10 ; ★*SLJ* - 3/14 - P-1. RL: 3.3, AR: 3.7

**J 973.71 BRO**  
Brown, Marc Tolon  
$17.99  
*In New York*  
Knopf  
3/14  
9780375864544  
T  
Takes readers on a tour of New York City. (Publisher) [New York, New York]  
★*Booklist* - 2/1/14 - P-3 ; ★*Horn Book* - 11/14 - K-3 ; ★*Kirkus* - 2/15/14 - A4-10 ; ★*SLJ* - 3/14 - P-1. RL: 3.3, AR: 3.7
**J B Ferris (624.109)**

**Davis, Kathryn Gibbs / Ford, Gilbert**  
$17.99  
**Mr. Ferris and his wheel**  
HMH  
9/14  9780547959221  T  

**J B Hopper (759.13)**

**Burleigh, Robert / Minor, Wendell**  
$17.99  
**Edward Hopper paints his world**  
Henry Holt  
9/14  9780805087529  R  
As a boy, Edward Hopper knew exactly what he wanted to be when he grew up: on the cover of his pencil box, he wrote the words EDWARD HOPPER, WOULD-BE ARTIST. He traveled to New York and to Paris to hone his craft. And even though no one wanted to buy his paintings for a long time, he never stopped believing in his dream to be an artist. He was fascinated with painting light and shadow and his works explore this challenge. Edward Hopper's story is one of courage, resilience, and determination. In this striking picture book biography, Robert Burleigh and Wendell Minor invite young readers into the world of a truly special American painter (most celebrated for his paintings "Nighthawks" and "Gas") (Publisher) Hopper, Edward, 1882-1967. Painters. biography.  
★Booklist - 6/1/14 - G1-4; Kirkus - 6/15/14 - A5-9; PubWkly - 5/12/14 - A5-9; SLJ - 7/14 - G2-5

**J B Paterson**

**Paterson, Katherine**  
$17.99  
**Stories of my life**  
Dial  
10/14  9780803740433  T  
Reveals stories from the life of author Katherine Paterson, many of which inspired her writing, and includes personal photos and letters. (TW) Katherine Paterson. American authors.  
★Booklist - 9/1/14 - G7-12; Kirkus - 8/1/14 - A14+; PubWkly - 7/21/14 - A14+; SLJ - 7/1/14 - G6+; VOYA - 10/14 - js. RL:
Ida M. Tarbell: the woman who challenged big business and won!

288 p.
Clarion
7/14 9780547290928


Booklist - 6/1/14 - G7-10; AdBCCB - 9/14 - G7-12; Horn Book - 7/14 - ms; Kirkus - 5/15/14 - A12-16; RLMC - 8/14 - G7-10; SLJ - 5/14 - G7+; VOYA - 2/14 - mjs. RL: AR: 8.6, RC: Lexile: